Development and validation of a robust and versatile one-plasmid regulated gene expression system.
We have developed a one-plasmid regulated gene expression system, pBRES, based on a mifepristone (MFP)-inducible two-plasmid system. The various expression elements of the pBRES system (promoters, 5' and 3' untranslated regions (UTRs), introns, target gene, and polyA sequences) are bounded by restriction enzyme sites so that each module can be conveniently replaced by alternate DNA elements in order to tailor the system for particular tissues, organs, or conditions. There are four possible orientations of the two expression units relative to each other, and insertion of a variety of expression elements and target genes into the four different orientations revealed orientation- and gene-dependent effects on induced and uninduced levels of gene expression. Induced target gene expression from the pBRES system was shown to be comparable to the two-plasmid system and higher than the expression from the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter in vivo, while maintaining low uninduced levels of expression. Finally, a pBRES expression cassette was transferred to an adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector and shown to be capable of regulated gene expression in vivo for nearly 1 year.